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“GOVERNOR”
Coin Operated Pool Table






OIS* Original Italian Slate bed
Premium English ‘Strachan’ 30 oz cloth
in green, blue or burgundy
Quality Full Size cushion profile for
maximum response and accuracy
Solid and simple internal ball rails for
trouble free operation
Reliable “Simplex” coin mechanism

* OIS is the Premium brand of Italian Slate

The “Governor” has established itself as the benchmark against which other coin operated tables are
judged. Maximum player satisfaction from this Competition standard table means maximum revenue
and excellent build quality and easy servicing means minimum cost of ownership. The best in the
long run!
All engineered components made from heavy gauge steel, mig welded and powder coated or electro
zinc finished. “Simplex” coin mechanism fitted in your choice of $1 or $2 operation.
Your table has a 19mm thick one piece slate bed which is precision manufactured in Italy and is the
industry standard worldwide. One piece slate and our unique construction means that this table can
be fully finished in our factory and then partially disassembled for transport anywhere. Reassembly is
a simple to follow 10 step procedure that any competent DIY person can easily do if necessary.
Top rail in hard wearing Victorian Ash with bolted cushions and easy assembly for fast efficient on site
servicing. Light maple stain is our standard finish but we can customise to your preference.
Supplied complete with*
1 set ‘Aramith’ 2” Pool balls
Timber triangle
2 ‘Crown’ spliced cues
Brass cross rest
Cue rack
Table brush
American cue chalk and chalk hanger
Rest and triangle hooks
* This package is a suggestion only, we will happily customise to your exact preference!
Prices including standard installation in Christchurch – please ask for our quotation to
deliver and install anywhere in New Zealand.
Seven Foot Table
Six Foot Table

$6395 (GST incl)
$5845 (GST incl)

